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	untitled1: Based on podcast episode E26: Using your body to guide your burnout recovery with career coach Dr Lara Corr
	untitled2: Able to let go of unreasonable expectations, to not feel so guilty about my choices, and to normalize making choices that put my interests first. I want to be able to interrupt my thinking and have a way of reducing my concern about my decision by assuming a more relaxed mindset.
	untitled3: When am I am worried about a decision or an action to stop and consider would a mediocre man feel guilty, concerned or even think about this decision at all. Not to try to act like a man but to use this filter to help me reduce pressure I am putting on myself to be perfect.
	untitled4: How can you tell when you are letting unrealistic expectations or 'shoulds' rule? When are you more likely to be concerned about what other people think? When do you ruminate on a decision you have made? When do you act out of guilt not joy? What are your thoughts when you are worried? Identify these times as a first step to knowing when you need this mediocre filter.
	untitled5: Where do you let unrealistic expectations show up? Work, home, soccer practice, Instagram? Are there places where you feel greater expectation to perform to a level that leaves you feeling inadequate?  Recognize those places and use them to cue you to use the mediocre filter. Or find the places where you can start to practice this before trying in a place where the problem is bigger.
	untitled6: Is there a certain someone that makes you feel less adequate? Is there someone who you always go all out for, but are left feeling drained and not enough? Can you use the mediocre filter with this person and do less? Maybe you feel like you are only valued by people because you show up with 110%. Can you accept to show less and see what happens? Some people don't even notice!
	untitled7: You may decide you want to apply your filter to all places, people and occasions. Or you may decide to focus on the low hanging fruit. Or you may decide to focus on the biggest problem areas. The main thing is to practice multiple times and potentially in multiple contexts to compare and contrast your success. The filter would not take long to apply if you can catch the thought first.
	untitled8: Any habit that you perform several times a day starts to become more automatic more quickly. As you have more opportunities to build the new neural pathways. I would set a goal of at least daily running your thoughts through a mediocre filter.
	untitled9: Try for 2-4 weeks if you are doing it daily and notice the difference it makes in your feelings. If it is helping keep going for another 4-8 weeks. You may not need to keep using it if your expectations start to reduce across the board, or you might have certain triggers where you need to reach for the filter again and again.
	untitled10: Your reminder should be tied to the places, people and occasions where you need to use the filter. These should cue your behavior. Or anytime you catch yourself feeling guilty can act as a cue. How does guilt feel in your body? Where do you feel it? Can you recognize that feeling and use it to cue your filter? Adding a reminder in your calendar daily, at least at first, will keep it top of mind.
	untitled11: Forgetting may be a problem, especially given that feeling inadequate might be so ingrained. Knowing you 'should' use the filter, but not yet accepting that value of mediocre.
	untitled12: It would be great to have a male friend as your accountability partner on this one. Someone that can put your concerns in perspective. Even possibly a male friend without kids who can really challenge your priorities. Many partners expect less and want their spouse to do less. Sharing your goal will help them see you are trying to help yourself and might prompt them to step up.
	untitled13: You could use a little tally in your journal or calendar to see how often you are able to use this thought filter. The frequency is probably less important than acknowledging how empowering it feels and the relief you feel at letting go of the expectation and the guilt. Setting aside time to reflect back can help or taking a moment to feel the fears dissipate.
	untitled14: Acknowledging the difference in how you feel will be a great reinforcer and reward. Having more time for things you want to do than things that you think you should do is also an improvement that will support your continued use of this filter. Having a friend who reinforces that your less ambitious goals and actions are ok will be important.
	untitled15: Using the place, person, occasion cues, or feeling cues will help you to remember because the situation will cue a reminder. This is anchoring your behavior to something that you do regularly or you pay more attention to. You can also use daily reminders to help. Accepting being adequate might need some more help, especially if giving and helping is a core value for you. A coach can help give you perspective and permission. But your accountability partner will also be your permission slip, if you can't write one to yourself.
	untitled16: Who will give you permission to do less? This will be a key person to illicit support from. You will want them to help reinforce that your mediocre goals are entirely adequate. Once you start sharing that you are doing less, rather than sharing how much you are doing, you will probably find many other moms are also willing to admit they are also making compromises and you are not alone.
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